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About This Content

THE LEGEND IS BACK IN TOWN

The John Wick Heist Pack is the 38th DLC pack for PAYDAY 2. The John Wick Heist Pack comes with 2 brand-new Heists:
Brooklyn 10-10 and Yacht Heist, 2 new weapons, 4 masks, patterns, materials, 2 songs and 12 new achievements.
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CHARON HAS BEEN AMBUSHED

Charon handles a delivery of a secret package for the Continental Hotel - the safe haven for international assassins. But others
will do anything to get their hands on its content. As Charon is ambushed during his delivery, he manages to alert the

Continental before he falls into enemy hands. The Continental immediately contacts Bain to get the PAYDAY gang to rescue
him.

DIRTY MONEY FLOATING AROUND

Charon owes John Wick and the PAYDAY gang his life - a debt that needs to be paid. He offers them intel on their old enemy
McKendrick that will bring the rotten politician down. McKendrick is transporting illegal re-election funds ripe for the taking.
The dirty money is stashed away all over Ethan Powell’s yacht, where a fundraiser party is being hosted. Seize this opportunity,

because this cold hard cash may not be floating around for long.
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Sniper Rifle - Contractor

Contractor .308 Sniper Rifle - A semi-automatic sniper that’s fast, fierce and furious - the true choice of pros. With this one,
you can keep your head up high, because everyone else that isn’t completely bonkers will stay low. Easy to handle in the heat of

battle with a fast reload and rapid gunfire.

Melee weapon -The Hook

The Hook is a reliable tool and frankly its not rocket science. That raw wooden handle with a strong metal hook seems plain and
simple enough, right? The Hook will guarantee to cause much mess. It’s use is only limited by your own twisted imagination in
how to get your enemies hooked. Impaling your opponents in the mouth or snagging their bodies? Stay sharp, bring something

nasty to the fight.
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MASKS

Four new masks and headgears to match a natty black three-piece suit and that scruffy beard, as you take out anyone in your
path literally dressed to kill: Lady Liberty, Birds of Prey, Captain and Sailor

MATERIALS

Four brand new materials come with the John Wick Heist Pack, all carefully created to suit any murderous moves with lethal
assurance: Carbon Fiber Weave, Black Suede, Neon Blue, Underground Neon
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PATTERNS

Make a mark with the four new patterns in the John Wick Heist Pack. For the player with lethal temperament and a craving for
impeccable tailoring: Continental, Hotel Pattern, Baba Yaga, Hood Stripes

ACHIEVEMENTS

The John Wick Heists Pack come with 12 new achievements for the player with sight on the target.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: John Wick Heists
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:Nvidia & AMD (512MB VRAM)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:31 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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The Game looked really good, but there is no getting used to the car(s) or figuring out how the game works. You are just
plunked down and off you go.

The driving seems unrealistic as in the Ford Mustang the back end slides out way too much.

Game has been deleted.

For me it was the worst money spent in Steam!. Charming, but I'd rather have it on mobile.. you will live within the story and
you'll never regret your time. Does'nt run on windows 10. 'effing hilarious game! One of the best 16-bit retro games on Steam
yet! Great job Romero Games! Story and artwork had me laughing my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off in the first 30
seconds and the action and gameplay are fun, fun! Love it!
. Graphics could be a lot better, especially to emphasize the difference between 18+ and sfw, gameplay is max only 30 mins
long, no difference in levels either and loads of bugs..
nice tiddies tho so 10/10. You'd completely not guess it from the other reviews here (even the product description mentions it),
but this game is at least a little bit like Monument Valley..

But, fortunately, in a good way.

I was half expecting this to be a poorly implemented copy-cat. I' glad I was very wrong.

The comparison goes deeper than the graphical style and puzzle-types, though.

+ It's also quite short (took me a few hours because I was cooking and eating dinner at the time - nom.)
+ It's also cheap; cheaper than MV.
+ It's also got some truely head-hurting puzzles. Not in completing them; you can usually get by by just trying things and seeing what
happens. The most you'll need to deviate from that is to look at where you want to be, and then work backwards to see how you can
get there.
No; the head-hurtingness comes in trying to work out how on Earth they think these kind of things up! Even the simpler puzzles are
sometime quite surprising and almost mesmerizing as you watch things unfold.
+ It's also got 'additional cast' although I'm not sure much of their potential is realised. (So far?)

All in all, a very pleasant little journey through some impossible physics and optical tomfoolery of puzzles.

There are a few negatives;
- I didn't personnaly find the story very captivating. Predictable and just a little bit preachy.
- The ideas tended to be reused rather too much in the second half, which was a shame given the very strong beginning.
- Controlling the circular motion bits often seemed a little wonky - but maybe that's just me.

Small criticism, really, and I'm definitely looking forward to see what happens in the next installments.

If in doubt, there are two BIG plusses of this (on Steam) over MV;
+ You can play it with a mouse. Despite the circular control thing, this is way more precise and comfortable.
+ You can play it at 2560x1440 with full AA on a 28" monitor. (If you have the hardware.) Retina display? Phah!. After about an
hour of game play, here are my initial impressions.

Graphics: 4.5\/5
Gameplay: 3\/5
Audio: 4\/5
Storyline: 3\/5
Physics: 4\/5
Fun Factor: 3\/5

Overall I would give this game a solid 3 out of 5.
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This is NOT an open world simulator like Subnautica. Although I wouldn't call Subnautica a simulator either but it is more of a
simulator than this. This game has various locations\/levels you can dive in and gain various achievements and so it plays much
more arcade style.

What makes the segmented area format palatable is there are a good number of them each with its own distinct characteristics.
Those areas aren't very large though so don't expect a vast open area to explore.

The sensation of diving is very realistic. I think that part is done very well as are most the sea creatures you encounter with the
exception of annoying sharks (see EDIT).

Currently there is no "free dive" mode where you can just explore without being expected to complete menial and repetitive tasks.
The consolation is those menial tasks give you more oxygen for longer dive times. Not so realistic but it's a thing here.

I will have to spend more time in more areas to get a broader feel for the game, however don't expect to find an open world
simulator where you can purchase\/customize your own gear. You sort of earn additional gear with each section and one of the
real travesties of this game is that there is no actual diving and surfacing. You start out in the water and you have to end in the
water leaving you with a very claustrophobic feeling. You would think a diving simulator game would incorporate the actual diving
into the water bit. Maybe it's just me Devs, I don't know.

Still, those details don't take away from the beauty and serenity this game provides. The music is excellent and cranked up, it really
is a gorgeous game even with it's game play limitations. I can recommend the game as is but it's certainly not a simulator. I do hope
we see further development of a larger area and the ability to actually dive into the water from a boat and break the surface
because right now, it's really more just a diving arcade game.

EDIT:

After a few more hours, not much has changed other than the fun factor rating went from 3.5\/5 to 3\/5. The game really should
be called Diving Arcade. There's an area called "Deep Forest" and you go down maybe 60ft which technically is considered a deep
dive.

The most annoying part of this game is the sharks. The game assumes that all sharks attack immediately on sight so the
predictability of getting attacked literally every time you see one is always there. There's not even a question, they will come after
you so the realism is lacking badly there.

This game is definitely more geared towards a VR experience. The potential for it is tremendous when it comes to what it could
achieve as a true real deep diving simulator if it wanted to, but for now the title is somewhat misleading. The visuals and music are
really well done, I'll definitely give it that.. like darksouls of rhythm. Final map is kind of lame though song kind of sucks and is
offbeat. Still for 3 bucks game was cool.
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I enjoy this type of games very much and Airship Dragoon is not an exception. Game offers nice techniques and a lovely
gameplay. It even runs on older machines. You have to try this!. one annoying puzzle game, the 3ed door 1st puzzle is just bs. no
logic. just random crap. Don't think this is working out for me .. I've put in about five hours into the game and am happy to
report that this is the best VR baseball hitting simulator to date! The inclusion of 6 different pitches adds an extra element that
makes batting practice that much more realistic\/enjoyable. Don't believe me? Set the pitcher to lefty, HOF, with nothing but
fastball and slider (hello Aroldis Chapman).

The HR derby mode is great and allows for customization. There are definitely a few kinks to be worked out (sometimes the
settings don't carry over when you reset a game), but overall this is a great product if you're looking for a baseball simulator.

I would love a "story mode" where you go up against pre-programmed pitchers with different pitch sets and your job is to score
a certain number of runs off of them. Have them move pitches around and intentionally throw balls and strikes.

If you don't love baseball and going to a batting cage, then this game may not be for you. But if that's your cup of tea, you'll love
this simulator!

Update - 5\/15\/2017

The game as it currently stands appears to be broken\/very glitchy. When a pitch is thrown, the game doesn't register that it's
been thrown and you're forced to reset the game in order to have another pitch thrown. This is very frustrating as it's been
happening more times than not right now. It seems like it's happening when a ball is thrown and the system doesn't register that
the pitch passed through the plate. Please work on a fix for this!. Good atmosphere. Very dynamic, simple, good looking and
fun arcade racing. It has everything it needs and executes it just right (except for "Pursuit" mode, which is actual horror to play
and I'd like to choke somebody who decided to put it in the game).. Another gem of a DLC, been waiting long time for it. It was
great finally play as the Russians, some great maps and expect have to use different play style to all the others.

I would recommend buy it don't read reviews!
. This Grey Robot is awesome for some tech fun like playing a robot or making tech metal home and decorating it using
mannequins equipped with this robot set.Also his light energy parts glow in the dark or shade.He is awesome.If you Like it ,
Afford it , or simply want to support the game's further Developement, Definetly Buy him.

He also has a slightly different, Round-er Gold Brother!!!. Awsome and really fun airplane to fly. No autopilots, no gps, just you
and the aircraft.
Most thigs are clickable the VC is really nicely made.

I would recomment to change the view point tho in the aircraft.cfg
(steamapps\\common\\FSX\\DLC\\500233\\SimObjects\\Airplanes\\Carenado C152II\\Aircraft.cfg)

[Views]
eyepoint=-2.75,-0.75, 1.1. This is a really nice DLC because it ads two more teams and more units. If you find the greenskins
and dwarf campains too easy this dlc adds a nice challenge because the dwarf campain makes the upkeep 40% more until you
retake Karak eight peaks and the greenskin campain makes you only use goblins but upkeep is 60% less and you can only orks
once you retake Karak eight peaks. In my opinion this dlc was my favourite out of all of them. 10\/10
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